Name:
1) How many blocks are there?

2) Betty has 3 more marbles than
Jim. Draw marbles for Betty.

13
3) Circle the bottle with more liquid.

4) What is this shape called?

triangle

5) Complete the pattern.

6) How many inches are in a foot?

12
7) How many hours are in a day?

8) Is this rectangle divided in half?

24
9) Write the number of shapes in
each row of the graph.

5
2
4
Gr. 1 - Wk. 1

no
10) Add.

12

Name:
1) What number is two more than ten?

12

2) I had 8 marbles, but I lost 3. Cross
out marbles to show how many I have
now.

(could cross out any 3)
3) Which line is longer?

4) What is this shape called?

square

5) Complete the pattern.

6) Find the missing number.

1
7) How many minutes are in an
hour?

8) Is this triangle divided in half?

60
9) Write the number of shapes in
each row of the graph.

17
11
13
Gr. 1 - Wk. 2

yes
10) Subtract.

4

Name:
2) I have 3 cookies and my friend
has 2. How many cookies do we have
together?

1) What number is in the tens place?

1

2+3=5
3) Which line is longer?

4) What is this shape called?

circle

5) Complete the pattern.

6) Find the missing number.

3
7) How many seconds are in a
minute?

8) Is this circle divided in half?

60

no

9) Which color is the most popular?

10) Write the addition problem and solve.

3
red
Gr. 1 - Wk. 3

6

9

Name:
2) Nine kids are at a park. Six are
boys. How many are girls?

1) What number is in the ones place?

4

9–6=3

3) Circle the longest ribbon.

4) What is this shape called?

rectangle
5) Complete the pattern.

6) Find the missing number.

6
7) Circle the hour hand.

8) Is this heart divided in half?

yes
9) Which color is least popular?

green
Gr. 1 - Wk. 4

10) Add.

17

Name:
1) Fill in the missing comparison symbol.
(>, <, or =)

>

2) Seven spoons were lost. Then I
found 5. How many are still missing?

7–5=2

3) Circle the shortest ribbon.

4) What is this shape called?

pentagon

5) Complete the pattern.

6) Find the missing number.

10
7) Circle the minute hand.

8) Shade one half of the circle.

(could shade
either piece)
9) How many kids chose green?

2
Gr. 1 - Wk. 5

10) Subtract.

4

Name:
2) The ride at the carnival costs 8
tickets. I have 4 tickets. How many
more do I need?

1) Write the number eleven.

11

8–4=4
3) Circle the second longest ribbon.

4) What is this shape called?

hexagon

5) Complete the pattern.

6) How many feet are in a yard?

7) Fill in the
missing numbers.

3
1

10

8) Shade one half of the square.

(could shade
either piece)

6
9) How many kids chose blue?

5
Gr. 1 - Wk. 6

10) Add.

7

Name:
2) There are 10 cows in a field. Three
are brown and the rest are black. How
many cows are black?

1) Write the number fifteen.

15

10 – 3 = 7

3) Circle the second shortest ribbon.

4) Circle the shape that does not
belong.

5) Complete the pattern.

2

6) Find the missing number.

7) Fill in the
missing numbers.

8) Shade two halves of the square.

12
9
4

9) How many kids chose red?

7
Gr. 1 - Wk. 7

10) Subtract.

6

Name:
2) I have ten toy cars. My brother has
4 fewer than me. How many cars
does my brother have?

1) Write the number twenty.

20

10 – 4 = 6

3) Circle the third longest ribbon.

4) Circle the shape that does not
belong.

6

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) How many pints are in a quart?

2

7) Fill in the blank
to complete the
time.

8) Which circle is divided in half?

4
10) Add.

9) How many more kids chose red
than green?

5
Gr. 1 - Wk. 8

13

Name:
1) Write all the pairs of numbers that
add to 4 using the numbers 0 through 4.

2) Six children in a race finish in front
of Bob. What place is Bob in?

2+2
1+3
0+4

7th

3) Circle the tallest tower.

4) Circle the shape that does not
belong.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

6

7

8

9

6) Find the missing number.

1
7) Fill in the blank
to complete the
time.

8) Which circle is divided in thirds?

7
10) Add.

9) How many fewer kids chose green
than blue?

3
Gr. 1 - Wk. 9

40

Name:
1) Write all the pairs of numbers that
add to 5 using the numbers 0 through 5.

2) I am fifth in line. How many people
are in front of me?

2+3
1+4
0+5

4

3) Circle the shortest tower.

4) Circle the shape with three
angles.

5

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) Find the missing number.

1

7) Draw the
hour hand so
the clock reads
2 o’clock.

8) Which circle is divided in fourths?

9) How many kids chose green or
blue?

10) Add.

7
Gr. 1 - Wk. 10

80

Name:
1) Write all the pairs of numbers that
add to 6 using the numbers 0 through 6.

3+3
2+4

1+5
0+6

6

3) Circle the second tallest tower.

4) Circle the shape with four sides.

24

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) How many cups are in a pint?

2) Twelve people are in line. Nancy is
6th in line. How many people are
behind her?

2

7) Draw the
minute hand
so the clock
reads 3
o’clock.

8) Is this triangle divided in thirds?

no
(pieces are
not equal)

9) Fill in the chart to show that 5 kids
chose yellow and 7 chose purple.

10) Subtract.

60
Gr. 1 - Wk. 11

Name:
1) Write the numbers that come
before and after 19.

18

2) I am third from the front in line.
There are 8 people behind me. How
many people are in line?

3 + 8 = 11

20

3) Circle the second shortest tower.

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) Find the missing number.

7) Draw the
hands on the
clock to show
9 o’clock.

4) Circle the shape with 5 sides.

30
1
8) Shade one third of the rectangle.

(could shade any piece)
9) Which sport is the most popular?

10) Subtract.

50
Gr. 1 - Wk. 12

soccer

Name:
2) There are 11 apples and 8
oranges in a fruit bowl. How many
fewer oranges than apples are there?

1) Circle the even numbers.

11 – 8 = 3
3) Circle the third tallest tower.

4) Circle the shape with 6 angles.

16

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) Find the missing number.

2
7) Fill in the blank to
complete the time.

8) Shade two thirds of the rectangle.

2
(could shade any 2 pieces)
9) Which sport is the least popular?

10) Add.

64
Gr. 1 - Wk. 13

baseball

Name:
2) I baked a dozen (12) cookies and
gave one to each of my friends. If I
have 6 friends, how many do I have
left?

1) Circle the odd numbers.

12 – 6 = 6
3) Circle the square on the left.

4) How many sides do triangles
have?

3

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) How many cups are in a quart?

28
4

7) Fill in the blank to
complete the time.

8) Is this triangle divided in fourths?

no

11

(pieces are
not equal)
10) Subtract.

9) How many kids chose soccer?

6
Gr. 1 - Wk. 14

47

Name:
2) There are 14 brown horses in a
field. There are 6 fewer white horses
than brown horses. How many white
horses are there in the field?

1) Use arrows to solve the addition
problem.

7

14 – 6 = 8
3) Circle the square on the right.

4) How many angles do squares
have?

4

40

5) Fill in the missing number.

6) Find the missing number.

2
7) Draw the
minute hand so
the clock reads
half past 1.

8) Shade one fourth of the circle.

9) How many kids chose baseball?

10) Add.

(could shade
any piece)

3
Gr. 1 - Wk. 15

99

Name:
2) There are 12 bananas on the
table. There are 7 more grapes than
bananas. How many grapes are
there?

1) Use arrows to solve the addition
problem.

10

12 + 7 = 19
3) Draw a square to the right of the
circle.

4) How many sides does a
rectangle have?

4

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

7

8

12

13

6) Find the missing number.

3
7) Draw the
hour hand so
the clock reads
half past 8.

8) Shade two fourths of the circle.

9) How many kids chose basketball?

10) Subtract.

(could shade
any 2
pieces)

5
Gr. 1 - Wk. 16

22

Name:
2) I have 14 shirts. Seven are in my
drawer and the rest are in the laundry.
How many shirts are in the laundry?

1) Use arrows to solve the subtraction
problem.

5

14 – 7 = 7
3) Draw a triangle to the left of the
square.

5) Fill in the missing number.

4) Circle the one that does not
belong.

33

6) How many ounces are in a cup?

8

7) Draw the
hands on the
clock to show
half past 4.

8) Shade one quarter of the square.

9) How many kids chose baseball or
basketball?

10) Rewrite the problem in the boxes
and solve.

(could
shade any
piece)

8
Gr. 1 - Wk. 17

4 7
3 0
7 7

Name:
2) A farm has 15 chickens and 8
pigs. How many more chickens than
pigs are there?

1) Use arrows to solve the subtraction
problem.

4

15 – 8 = 7
3) Shade the fourth ball from the
door.

4) Circle the one that does not
belong.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

40

50

60

6) Find the missing number.

2
7) Fill in the blank with am or pm.

8) Shade three quarters of the square.

(could
shade any
3 pieces)

am
Breakfast is at 7 ________.
9) How many fewer kids chose
baseball than basketball?

10) Rewrite the problem in the boxes
and solve.

2
Gr. 1 - Wk. 18

5 2
3 1
2 1

Name:
2) There are 20 kids in a class and
14 pencils. How many more pencils
are needed so that each student can
have one pencil?

1) Use the number line to find the
difference between 3 and 10.

7

20 – 14 = 6
3) Circle the first 4 cars in line.

4) Circle the shape that does not belong.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

40

30

20

6) Find the missing number.

3
7) Fill in the blank with am or pm.

8) Shade four fourths of the square.

I have soccer practice

pm
at 3 ________.
9) How many more kids chose
soccer than basketball?

10) Add.

1

94
Gr. 1 - Wk. 19

Name:
2) A family has 4 cats, 2 dogs, and 7
fish. How many pets do they have all
together?

1) What number is three more than
twelve?

15

4 + 2 + 7 = 13
3) Circle the sixth car from the front.

4) Circle the shape that does not belong.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

20

25

30

6) Find the missing number.

7
7) Circle the correct time.

8) Circle the one that doesn’t belong.

9) How many days were sunny?

10) Subtract.

7

13
Gr. 1 - Wk. 20

Name:
2) There are 10 basketballs, 20
soccer balls, and 10 baseballs in a
bag. How many balls are in the bag?

1) Fill in the missing comparison symbol.
(>, <, or =)

=

10 + 20 + 10 = 40

3) Shade 4
squares in the
tower starting from
the bottom.

4) Circle the congruent shapes.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

40
6) How many ounces are in a pint?

7) Write the digital time.

45

50

16
8) Which circle is not divided in fourths?

5 00
10) Add.

9) How many days were rainy?

15

868
Gr. 1 - Wk. 21

Name:
2) Write a number sentence to show
how many circles there are all together.

1) How many tally marks are there?

23
5
3) Shade 2
squares in the
tower starting at
the top.

3

8

4) Circle the congruent shapes.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

25

20

15

6) Find the missing number.

2
7) Write the digital time.

8) Draw a line to divide the circle in half.

1 00
10) Subtract.

9) How many days were cloudy?

5

223
Gr. 1 - Wk. 22

Name:
2) If 2 hats and 6 hats are put
together, there are 8 hats. Write this
as a number sentence.

1) Draw 17 tally marks.

2+6=8
3) Shade the first 3 circles from the
left.

4) Circle the congruent shapes.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

400 500 600
6) Find the missing number.

7
7) Circle the correct time.

8) Shade two halves of the circle.

9) How many days were cloudy or
rainy?

10) Multiply.

20

0
Gr. 1 - Wk. 23

Name:
2) Three birds are on a fence. Four
more arrive. Write a number sentence
to show how many birds are now on
the fence.

1) How many blocks are there?

57

3+4=7

3) Shade the first four circles from
the right.

4) Circle the congruent shapes.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

600 500 400
6) Find the missing number.

14
7) Write the digital time.

8) Draw lines to show 2 different ways
of dividing the square in half.

(could also
draw a
horizontal
line)

9 30
9) How many more days were sunny
than cloudy?

10) Multiply.

2

15
Gr. 1 - Wk. 24

Name:
1) What number do you get by adding
5 tens and 2 ones?

2) Six ducks are in a pond. Two fly
away. Write a number sentence to
show how many ducks are left.

52

6–2=4

3) Shade the fourth circle from the
left.

4) Which shape has the larger
area?

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

300

400

800 900

6) What does a thermometer measure?

7) Write the digital time.

temperature
8) Draw lines to show 3 different ways
of dividing the square in fourths.

3 30
(could also draw a horizontal lines)

9) How many fewer days were cloudy
than rainy?

10) Multiply.

10

12
Gr. 1 - Wk. 25

Name:
2) There were 10 balloons, but 3 flew
away. Write a number sentence to
show how many balloons are left.

1) Write the numbers that come
before and after 74.

73

75

10 – 3 = 7

3) Shade the fifth circle from the
right.

4) Which shape has the larger
area?

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

20
6) Fill in the
thermometer to
show 70 °F.

22

24

7) Draw the
minute hand to
show quarter
past noon.

8) Shade one
quarter of the
square.

9) Show that 10 days were snowy.

(could
shade
any
piece)

10) Multiply.

18
Gr. 1 - Wk. 26

Name:
2) Some kids were at a park. Three
left and now there are 5 kids. How
many kids were at the park originally?

1) Break the number into tens and
ones.

90

5

5+3=8

3) Shade the left half of the top
rectangle.

4) Draw 2 lines to divide the shape
into 3 equal triangles.

(diagonal line could go in the
other direction.)

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

13
6) Fill in the
thermometer to
show 85 °F.

15

17

7) Draw the
minute hand
so the clock
reads 7:15.

8) Shade one
half of the
rectangle.

(could shade
any 2 pieces)

9) Who has
the most
books?

Alex
Gr. 1 - Wk. 27

10) Fill in the missing number.

4

Name:
1) What number is ten more than sixty
four?

74

16 – 3 – 4 = 9

3) Shade the right half of the bottom
rectangle.

8

80 oF

9) Who has
the fewest
number of
books?

Carl
Gr. 1 - Wk. 28

4) Draw 2 lines to divide the shape
into 3 equal triangles.

(diagonal line could go
in the other direction.)

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

6) What
temperature does
the thermometer
read?

2) There were 16 slices of pizza. I ate
3 and my brother ate 4. How many
slices remain?

10

12

7) Write the digital time.

11 15
8) Which shape is divided in fifths?

10) Fill in the missing number.

8

Name:
1) What number is ten less than forty?

30

2) A game costs $20. I had $12, then
earned $3 more. How many more
dollars do I need to buy the game?

$20 - $12 - $3 = $5
3) Shade the bottom half of the left
circle.

4) Draw 2 lines to divide the shape
into 3 equal triangles.

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

18
6) What
temperature does
the thermometer
read?

90 oF

20

22

7) Draw the
minute hand to
show quarter to
4.
8) Shade three fifths of the pentagon.

(could
shade any
3 pieces)
9) How many
books does
Alex have?

19
Gr. 1 - Wk. 29

10) Fill in the missing number

9

Name:
2) I had 3 marshmallows. My mom
gave me 4 more and I ate one. Now
how many marshmallows do I have?

1) Put the numbers in order from
smallest to largest.

3+4–1=6
3) Shade the top half of the right
circle.

4) If you draw a line around the
base of this block, what shape do
you get?

circle

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

32
6) What
temperature does
the thermometer
read?

65 oF

9) How many
books does
Betty have?

13
Gr. 1 - Wk. 30

31

30

7) Draw the
minute hand to
show 2:45.

8) Shade five fifths of the rectangle.

10) Fill in the missing number.

7

Name:
2) There were 8 people on a bus. 4
people got off at the next stop and 6
got on. Now how many people are on
on the bus?

1) Put the numbers in order from
largest to smallest.

8 – 4 + 6 = 10
3) Shade the triangle on the bottom
left.

4) If you draw a line around the
base of this block, what shape do
you get?

triangle

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

20

19

18

6) How many units long is this line?

4
7) Write the digital time.

8) Which rectangle is divided in sixths?

6 45
9) How many
books does
Carl have?

6
Gr. 1 - Wk. 31

10) Fill in the missing number.

5

Name:
1) Fill in the missing comparison symbol.
(>, <, or =)

>

2) I had 17 baseball cards. My dad
gave me 6 more and I gave 3 to my
friend. Now how many do I have?

17 + 6 – 3 = 20

3) Shade the triangle on the top right.

4) What is this solid shape called?

cube

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

33

43

53

6) How many units long is this line?

3
7) Draw the
minute hand
to show 3:50.

9) How many
more books
does Alex
have than
Betty?

6
Gr. 1 - Wk. 32

8) Shade one sixth of the hexagon.

(could
shade any
piece)
10) Fill in the missing number.

0

Name:
2) There are 12 adults and 15 kids at
a movie. How many people are at the
movie?

1) Write the numbers that come
before and after 100.

99

101

12 + 15 = 27

3) Shade the triangle on the bottom
right.

4) What is this solid shape called?

sphere

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

17

27

6) What does a ruler measure?

length
7) Draw the
hands on the
clock to show
9:20.

9) How many
fewer books
does Carl
have than
Alex?

13
Gr. 1 - Wk. 33

8) Shade five sixths of the hexagon.

(could
shade any
5 pieces)
10) Add.

61

Name:
2) Twenty six people went to a show
on Saturday. Eighteen people went on
Sunday. How many more people went
on Saturday than Sunday?

1) Round to the nearest ten.

60

26 – 18 = 8

3) Shade the triangle on the top left.

4) What is this solid shape called?

cylinder

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

74

84

6) How many inches long is the line below?

3 inches

8) Shade five sixths of the rectangle.

9) Carl lost 3
books. Now
how many
does he
have?

3
Gr. 1 - Wk. 34

94
7) Draw the hands on the
clock to show 1:35.

(could
shade any
5 pieces)
10) Add.

93

Name:
1) Round to the nearest ten.

80
3) Circle the child that is third in line.

2) There are 28 animals in a pen.
Sixteen are chickens and the rest are
goats. How many are goats?

28 – 16 = 12
4) What is this solid shape called?

cone

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

28

38

68

6) Draw a line that is 2 inches long.

8) Shade one half
of the hexagon.

9) Alex gave 5
books to Betty.
Now how many
books does
Betty have?

18
Gr. 1 - Wk. 35

78

7) Write the digital time.

(could
shade any
3 pieces)
10) Add.

4 40
1

72

Name:
2) Six people are at the park. There
are 2 more kids than adults. How
many of the people are kids?

1) Write the numbers that come
before and after 199.

198

4

200

Use trial and error or draw picture.

3) Circle the child that is second from
the back of the line.

4) What is this solid shape called?

pyramid

5) Fill in the missing numbers.

100 101
6) How many centimeters long is the line below?

8 cm

8) Shade one half of the rectangle.

102
7) Write the digital time a
half hour after the time
shown on
the clock.

(could shade any 4
pieces)

9 05
9) Alex gave 5
books to Betty.
Now how many
books does
Alex have?

14
Gr. 1 - Wk. 36

10) Add.

1

93

